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7 Synthesis: Features of the academic register 
as related to Field, Tenor and Mode

This study has examined academic language in early childhood. It has covered children’s 
exposure to academic language in early childhood, children’s production of academic 
language in early childhood, and the co-construction of the academic language register by 
children and adults. It was an in-depth study, which formed part of a larger research project 
called ‘the Development of Academic language at School and Home’, abbreviated by the 
acronym ‘the DASH project’. In the DASH project, over 150 children were followed over a 
period of three years, between the ages of three and six. From the participants in the project, 
a Dutch monolingual sub-sample, consisting of 25 children together with their primary 
caretaker, took part in the current in-depth study. This dissertation only presents the results 
from this group.
 The children were observed in interaction with their parent four times over the course 
of three years. The ages of the children at the four subsequent measurement points were 3;3, 
3;10, 4;2  and 5;10, respectively. At T3 and T4, the children were also observed in interaction 
with their teacher in first and second grade. The interactions involved spontaneous and 
structured activities. The spontaneous activity in our design was a mealtime conversation at 
home, and a circle time conversation at school. Furthermore, we observed both parents and 
teachers with children during an instructional activity: the joint construction of a marble 
slide made of blocks at home and a crafts lesson at school. Both at home and at school, a 
book reading interaction was observed. Finally, at home a fourth activity was observed: joint 
picture description (for details of the tasks see sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2).
 The theoretical framework that has inspired the current study was systemic 
functional linguistics (Halliday, 1994; Schleppegrell, 2004; Thompson, 2004). In the 
introduction to this dissertation, we elaborated on the use of systemic functional linguistics 
as a theoretical framework for the study of academic language in different settings within 
the lives of young children. In this chapter we will aim to provide a synthesis of all 
individual academic language variables that have been discussed in the previous (empirical) 
chapters. Each section within the current synthesis has been structured according to the 
three contextual systemic functional linguistics variables, field (what is it that is being talked 
about), tenor (what the relationship being established between interlocutors is) and mode 
(how is the discourse organized and structured). We will sketch a picture of how teachers in 
first and second grade create context by shaping field, tenor and mode and discuss how these 
contextual variables reinforce each other. Subsequently, we will discuss how the linguistic 
contexts created in the home language environment of the children do or do not match 
the school contexts. In doing so, we will try to act according to Hicks’ suggestion for the 
research field, as quoted in chapter 1: 
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“If the goal of allowing all children full access to academic knowledge is to be 
met, researchers across disciplines must look seriously at how children’s primary 
discourses do or do not mesh with the expectations of formal schooling” (Hicks, 1995 
p. 65). 

It was stated in the introduction (section 1.2) that the aim of the current study was to 
contribute to the ongoing discussion regarding the nature, development, importance and co-
construction of academic language. The following four research questions were formulated. 
1. To what extent can we identify features that are characteristic of academic language — 

as defined in this thesis — in the language environment (home and school) of children 
between the ages of 3 and 6? 
a. Does the occurrence of academic register features vary across different activities? 
b. When children enter school, can we identify differences between the home and the 

school settings regarding the use of these features?
2. Does the extent to which parents and teachers use academic language features in their 

input to children change over time? 
3. How can the developmental trajectory regarding children’s own academic language 

proficiency be characterised? 
4. What is the relationship between parents’ and teachers’ use of academic language 

features and children’s use of academic language features?

The answers to these above-described research questions shed light on four issues involved 
in academic language in early childhood: (i) the degree of exposure to an academic language 
register in early childhood, (ii) the extent to which young children already use features of 
academic language, (iii) a longitudinal perspective on exposure to and use of academic 
language in early childhood and (iv) ways in which young children’s academic language 
proficiency could be fostered by adults.
 In the previous chapters, the answers to the research questions were presented 
in terms of the presence and absence of task-effects, time-effects, setting-effects and 
relationships between input and output for the articulated linguistic variables characteristic 
of the academic register. It is the aim of this concluding chapter to discuss the answers to 
the research questions through a synthesis of the various linguistic variables into the three 
contextual variables, as articulated in systemic functional linguistics: field, tenor and mode 
(see Figure 1.5).
 It is not our intention to pull field, tenor and mode forcibly apart. The three 
contextual variables are described in systemic functional linguistics as working together to 
create context, by continuously reinforcing each other. It is thus not suggested that a one-to-
one correspondence relation exists between a speakers’ linguistic choices and the shaping 
of one of the contextual variables. In describing teachers’ and parents’ shaping of context, 
we will discuss how this shaping was impacted by the particular language choices made. 
Thus, one category of linguistic choices may impact one, two, or all contextual variables. 
The interrelatedness of the contextual variables of field, tenor and mode will consequently 
be discussed.
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7.1 Exposure to the academic register in early childhood 

The data we have collected shed light on the extent to which children are exposed to the 
academic register in early childhood. The collection of the home data started before children 
went to school and continued until they were in the second year of primary school (3;3 to 
5;10). The collection of the school data took place in the first two grades of primary school 
(4;2 and 5;10). Even though we started to collect the data in the home setting before we 
collected the school data, in this section we will first discuss our findings from the school 
data. By first sketching the language environment children are about to encounter when 
they enter school at the age of four, we can make a reasonable case for the proposition that 
some parents provide a language environment that prepares children for school more than 
others. Moreover, we aim to sketch what it is that determines the successfulness of such a 
linguistic preparation for the transition to formal education.

7.1.1 The academic register in the first grades of primary education
The descriptive statistics of the linguistic variables, showed that variability among teachers 
was often smaller than among parents. While acknowledging that teachers’ similar 
educational background might explain an essential part of this finding, we interpret this 
finding as a first indication that teachers adhere to a particular register: the academic register.
 For the teacher data, it appeared that the three contextual variables of field, tenor 
and mode were strongly intertwined. The linguistic choices that teachers made often shaped 
at least two out of the three contextual variables. Let us start by describing how the teachers 
tended to shape the field variable. The field variable is obviously highly dependent upon the 
activity in which teachers and their pupils are engaged: the activity determines the topic, at 
least to some extent. The field variable as realised by the teachers in our sample can be best 
characterised as specific and cognitively challenging. The characterisation ‘specific’ follows 
from the findings that the teachers in our participant group generally held lexically diverse 
conversations with the children, and were — in comparison to parents — highly specific in 
their references to space and time. This finding was described in Chapter 3 (sections 3.2.4 
and 3.5.4). The characterisation of ‘cognitively challenging’ follows from the finding that 
the teachers fairly often engaged in nonpresent talk. This required the children to reason 
and provide arguments for statements rather than refer to the material environment. For 
instance, when the teachers talked to the children about a book they had been reading (see 
sections 5.1.4), more than half of their utterances were classified as nonpresent talk. Teachers 
also asked a noticeably high rate of open-ended questions that also required reasoning (see 
section 6.1.4). These linguistic choices, resulting in specificity and challenge, also relate 
strongly to the tenor variable. This is because specificity and challenge ensure the positioning 
of the child as an equal interlocutor.
 We suggest that the way in which teachers shaped tenor should be described as as 
distanced and eliciting. The term ‘distanced’ is chosen to describe how the teachers seem 
to shape the speaker-hearer relation such that the message conveyed is accessible to all 
interlocutors, as well as to those who might lack background information. When information 
is presented in a distanced manner, a speaker abstracts from the directly perceivable and 
thus enhances accessibility to all interlocutors (see section 1.4.3). Thus, the term ‘distanced’ 
underlines the independence of material contexts while conveying a message. We suggest 
that this distanced tenor is related to the specificity of the field variable described above. 
We suggest this because it is necessary for meaning and references to be precise if the 
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message conveyed is to be accessible to all listeners. In the spontaneous setting of circle time 
conversation, the teachers’ tenor can furthermore be described as ‘eliciting’. The eliciting 
tenor positions the children as knowledgeable individuals. This interpretation follows from 
the findings that in this activity, teachers relatively often asked open-ended questions that 
required child reasoning (see section 6.1.4). The fact that the teachers in our sample asked 
for specific answers (as described above) is related to this aspect of the tenor variable. By 
continuing to ask further questions following children’s responses, teachers can monitor the 
children’s learning and their knowledge. By asking open-ended questions, and subsequently 
evaluating the response by repeating or reformulating the response, the teachers created a 
distanced tenor that was accessible to all pupils.
 While this elaborate turn-taking and question-asking typical of classroom 
discourse characterised teachers’ shaping of the tenor variable, this linguistic behaviour was 
also of influence on the organisation of the discourse. It thus also shaped the mode variable. 
In examining the mode variable, the impression arose that in teacher-child conversation 
the focus is more on the conversation itself rather than on the goal to be achieved (e.g. 
construe a crafts object or accurately describe a picture). The way in which the teachers in 
our sample shaped the mode variable can best be described as a combination of the features 
dialogic and monologue-like. On the one hand, the teachers asked the students for active 
and knowledgeable contributions to the discourse, thus fostering a dialogue. In addition, 
the teachers were likely to describe their own actions while performing them, to give short 
positive feedback to the children’s verbal contributions and to repeat what the children 
said, while also adding new elements to their own and to the students’ contributions. On 
the other hand, the teachers provided their students with short monologue-like displays of 
knowledge when more elaboration on a complex topic was required. In such monologues 
in the instructional activity, we found that teachers used a relatively high amont of multi-
clause utterances (see section 4.1.4). These multi-clause utterances were mainly chained by 
means of coordination (i.e. two or more independent clauses that were chained together 
by means of a connective). The latter is considered a feature of a monologue-like display of 
knowledge (Painter, 1999b). In conclusion, the mode variable as shaped by teachers should 
not be described as either monologue-like or dialogic, but rather as a combination of the 
two.
 The linguistic variables briefly mentioned above, all relate to the three contextual 
variables of field, tenor and mode. It can be concluded that the teachers in our sample 
generally created a context that was appropriate and favourable for learning. They did this by 
means of shaping field, tenor and mode in specific ways. The field variable typically reflected 
diversity, in terms of the variety of words that were used, the information density realised 
and the detailed representation of the topic of conversation. Secondly, the realisation of tenor 
positioned the children as knowledgeable individuals. The teachers realised this by means 
of confirming the pupils’ contributions, asking them questions and providing feedback on 
their contributions, hence creating an environment where their input was valued and where 
they were taken seriously. Typical for the mode variable was a discourse that contained 
both dialogic and monologue features. The build-up of the discourse was, in general, 
characterised by the alternation of questions, response evaluations and questions asking 
for further information. In addition, the mode variable of context was partly determined by 
means of multi-clause utterance use.
 To conclude, we present Excerpt 7.1 to illustrate how one of the teachers in our 
sample created an academic context in conversation with the children in her classroom. She 
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creates a specific and challenging field, a distanced tenor, and a structured mode that is both 
dialogic and monologue-like.

Excerpt 7.1: A book reading session in Sarah’s (4;2) class

Teacher: Op de eerste bladzijde zie je hem van de 
achterkant.

On the first page you can see him from 
behind.

Teacher: Een groot, dik schaap. A big, fat sheep.
Children: Woo! Wow!
Teacher: Wat is het schaap aan het doen? What is the sheep doing?
Children: Wegen! Weighing himself!
Teacher: Nee wacht even, vingers. No wait, fingers.
Teacher: Nick. Nick.
 Child: Wegen. Weighing himself.
Teacher: Wegen! Weighing himself!
Child: Hoeveel kilo. How many kilos.
Teacher: Hoeveel kilo die weegt! How many kilos he weighs!
Teacher: Hoe kan je dat zien, Nick? How can you see that, Nick?
Child: Ja omdat  hij op dat ding staat. Yes, because he is standing on that 

thing.
Teacher: Welk ding? What thing?
Teacher: Dit ding? [points] This thing? [points]
Child: Dat blauwige ding ja. That bluish thing, yes.
Teacher: En wat is dat blauwige ding? And what is that bluish thing?
Child: Ja dat is ehm ehm, dat is een cijfer. Yes, that is er, er, that is a number.
Teacher: Met cijfertjes d’r op? With numbers on it?
Child: Dat is een ehm een soort… That’s a er kind of…
Teacher: Ja? Yes?
Child: Een ehm, cijfer, ehm een telklok,  en 

waar die stopt dat is de kilo. 
A er, number, er, a counting clock, and 
where it stops that is the kilo. 

Teacher: Hoeveel je weegt, wat knap van jou! How much you weigh, how smart of 
you!

Teacher: Het is een weegschaal. It’s a scale.
Teacher: En als je daar op staat, daar heb je 

misschien zelf ook wel eens op gestaan, 
dan weet je precies hoeveel je weegt.

And if you stand on it, perhaps you 
stood on one once, then you know 
exactly how much you weigh.

The teacher in the excerpt above creates a specific and challenging field by means of 
introducing new and complex words (it’s scale) and repeating words that not all children 
may know (kilo, weighing himself). She creates a distanced tenor by making statements (it’s 
a scale, if you stand on one you know exactly how much you weigh) and by asking for more 
specific answers (what is that bluish thing). The build-up of the conversation shows dialogic 
features (questions, responses, feedback) but also monologue-like displays of knowledge 
(providing definitions and making statements). 
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7.1.2 The academic register at home
In section 1.1 we discussed the expectation that the use of the various academic register 
features should span a continuum from informal to formal. Indeed, among parents we found 
indications for this continuum: considerable variation was found in parents’ usage of the 
academic register in various interactions with their child. In addition to variation amongst 
parents we found variation among tasks: the various interactions in which we observed the 
parent-child dyads yielded different values for academic register features, sometimes in 
unexpected ways. Firstly, we will describe variability among parents with regard to their 
realisation of field, tenor and mode. Secondly, we will describe variability across parent-
child activities in this respect.

Variability among parents
In the current study, the topics of the conversations were determined, to a certain extent, 
by the material used to elicit the target interactions (with perhaps the exception of the 
spontaneous interaction, i.e. the mealtime conversation). Although the parents and children 
in our participant group had the same materials at their disposal (a model and blocks; 
a book; a picture) different contexts were created while working with these materials. A 
considerable number of linguistic variables were found to vary greatly across the parents. 
Such differences can be described in terms of the systemic functional linguistics contextual 
variables field, tenor and mode.
 We will first consider the variables that impact on the field variable, despite the 
fact that they are also related to tenor and mode. Parents differed considerably with regard 
to the lexical diversity of their conversations, their use of low-frequency words, the degree 
to which they made use of specific lexical references when referring to space and to time, 
the use of lexical noun phrases in subject and object position and the extent to which they 
engage the children in nonpresent talk. Sketching a profile of a parent who shapes the field 
variable such that it approaches the academic register, we could say that this parent uses a 
high rate of low-frequency words, introduces new concepts and terms regularly, produces 
lexical and decontextualized cues to refer to space and time, and engages in conversations 
about nonpresent entities and non-concurrent actions or events. It seems fair to assume 
that such a discourse can be characterised as rich, and as cognitively more complex than 
discourse that does not have these features.
 Strong variation amongst parents was also found for variables that impact on tenor: 
the construction of the speaker-listener relationship. A conspicuous area of variance was 
the extent to which parents use language to direct behaviour. Such language use strongly 
influences the tenor dimension of register. By means of examples (see Excerpt 1.3), we have 
illustrated how a strongly goal directed attitude during the mealtime conversation allows 
little room for conversation nor for contributions by the child. Our data reflect the fact that 
the conversational-style continuum ranges from a strongly behaviour-oriented and directive 
style to an open and challenging style, where the children are optimally encouraged to 
contribute their meaningful part to the conversation. We found that the latter is typically 
provided by means of a relatively high rate of open-ended questions, combined with 
utterances in which statements are made and positive feedback is given. It was found that 
the use of many directive utterances constrains the extent to which children can contribute 
to the ongoing conversation themselves, and are positioned as knowledgeable. A high rate 
of directive utterances by parents was negatively associated with the number of statements 
children made. In contrast, parents who asked many open-ended questions had children 
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who produced a relatively high rate of statements within the conversation. The latter situation 
reminds us of the characteristics of teacher discourse as described in the previous section, 
where children are encouraged to display knowledge (make statements), thus enabling the 
teacher to monitor learning and create an environment that fosters learning.
 The way in which tenor was realised seemed to be closely related to parental 
responsiveness. In our data we regularly found examples of children initiating a possible 
elaboration beyond the material environment that were not responded to by the mother (see 
Excerpt 7.2).

Excerpt 7.2: Bob (5;10) and his mother during picture description

Mother: En wat is dit dan? And what is this then?
Child: Een gitaar. A guitar.
Child: Ik kan ook al *gitaren. I can already *guitar too.
Mother: En dit dan? And this, then?
*a made-up verb

For the mode variable we found considerable variability among parents in their use of multi-
clause utterances, their use of complex multi-clause utterances and the degree to which they 
add new information to the discourse by means of expansions and extensions. The variability 
with regard to parents’ syntactic complexity was a reflection of the fact that some parents 
mainly used short utterances, whereas other parents produced longer sentences consisting 
of more than one clause. Such sentences were often used to mark cause and effect, or to 
indicate differences or similarities between multiple entities. It is proposed that the more 
parents make use of such clause-combining strategies, the more academicly they shape the 
mode dimension of register.
 In addition to clause-combining strategies, the mode variable is impacted by the 
organisation of the discourse in terms of the interrelatedness of the various utterances. We 
studied this interrelation by charting the extent to which parents (and children) continued 
to build on what had previously been said (verbal expansions), and the extent to which 
new information was added to the conversation (verbal extensions). Utterances that were 
primarily task-facilitating were distinguished separately as procedural utterances. Using all 
these organises the discourse. In the instructional interaction, most variability was found 
with regard to parents’ use of extensions, and procedural utterances. In this respect, Excerpt 
7.3 below is a typical and interesting example: the mother in this excerpt mainly provides 
procedural utterances while handing her child the blocks he needs.

Excerpt 7.3: Gerald (3;3) and his mother

Mother: Moet mama helpen? Does mummy need to help? (Procedural)
Mother: Even kijken. Let’s see. (Procedural)
Mother: Hebben we hier dat plaatje. Here we have that picture. (Procedural)
Child: Ja. Yes. (Expansion)
Mother: En dan zetten we hem hierop. And then we’ll put it on top 

here.
(Extension)

Child: Ja. Yes. (Expansion)
Mother: Pak maar vast. Hold it. (Procedural)
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Mother: Gaat mama helpen. Mummy will help. (Procedural)
Mother: Nee hier. No here. (Expansion)
Child: Hier. [child repositions block] Here. [child repositions block] (Expansion)
Mother: Goed zo hoor! Well done! (Procedural)

In conversations such as excerpt 7.3, the rate of new information added is very limited. Some 
new information is given by the mother, by means of handing a new block to her child, but 
verbal arguments are sparsely given. The cue ‘here’ was not considered a verbal extension, 
because it was mainly the non-verbal action of pointing that provided the location cue. We 
found that when parents produced a high proportion of task-facilitating utterances, this was 
usually at the expense of the addition of new elements through verbal extensions. We could 
say that the parent who produces a balanced ratio of expansions and extensions and does 
not let procedural utterances prevail, approaches the academic register. After all, constantly 
adding new information would leave little room for the children to play a meaningful 
role in the meaning-making process. It is precisely the repeating of child utterances and 
subsequently extending these with new elements that is characteristic of school discourse.

Interrelatedness of field, tenor and mode in the home data
Excerpt 7.3 illustrates a non-academic realisation of the mode variable in particular, but the 
fragment also illustrates an atypical realisation of field and tenor in the academic register. 
The field is not typically characterised as cognitively complex, the wording and references are 
non-specific and non-technical, resulting in high context dependency; the tenor is informal 
and not distanced, and hardly promotes dialogue in order to co-construct knowledge. 
However, in our data the three contextual variables of field, tenor and mode were not always 
realised in a way that they reinforce each other. In the home data the field variable fairly 
often was cognitively complex in terms of word or topic choice, but that the way in which 
this topic was elaborated, did not reveal tenor and mode variable features characteristic of 
the academic register. This is illustrated in Excerpt 7.4.

Excerpt 7.4: Dylan (5;10) and his mother during joint book reading

Mother: Wat deed ze met alle monsters? What did she do with the monsters?
Child: Eruit halen. Take out.
Mother: Uitschakelen hè? Destroy, right?
Mother Toen liepen ze hard weg. Then they ran away fast.
Child: Omdat ze echt waren geworden, 

uitschakelen dus?
Because they became real, destroying, 
right?

Mother: Uitschakelen ja Destroying, yes.
Child: Wat betekent dat? What does that mean?
Mother: Uitschakelen is ..ehm.. hoe moet ik dat 

nou uitleggen?
To destroy is… er... how should I explain 
that?

Child: Losmaken ervan? Untie it?
Mother: Ja, zorgen dat ‘ie niet meer mee kan 

doen.
Yes, making sure that he can’t join in 
anymore
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The field variable in the example above is shaped as relatively complex, because a definition 
is provided of a complex and low-frequent word (to destroy). The tenor and the mode 
variable however, are not particularly academic. The tenor is not particularly distanced or 
authoritative, and the way in which the discourse is organized and the way in which the 
individual utterances are shaped do not necessarily remind us of a school-like conversation. 
The finding that parents regularly only shaped one of the three contextual variables as being 
academic is different from what we found for the teacher data. In the teacher discourse we 
studied, the three contextual variables seemed to reinforce each other more strongly and 
therefore were more likely to change simultaneously.

Variability among parent-child activities 
In addition to the variability among parents we also found considerable variability within 
parents. In the empirical chapters, task-effects were described for the linguistic variables, 
indicating that the extent to which parents made use of the academic register was not the same 
for all activities that we observed. Throughout this study, we made two kinds of comparisons 
related to activity: we compared the spontaneous activity (a mealtime conversation) to 
the structured activities (a marble slide constructed out of wooden blocks, joint picture 
description and joint book reading), and we compared the three structured activities to each 
other, examining parents’ and children’s use of academic register features. While a difference 
between a spontaneous activity and the structured activities was anticipated, differences 
within the category of structured tasks were also found. The differences found provided an 
equivocal picture - equivocal, because not all linguistic variables that contribute to the three 
contextual variables differed across tasks in the same way. For example, during the mealtime 
conversation parents used considerably lower rates of lexical (specific) noun phrases in the 
subject position as compared to the structured tasks, while the rate of lexical diversity was 
considerably higher during the mealtime conversation (see sections 4.3.2 and 3.2.2).
 As a first explanation for the variability in the realisation of field, tenor and mode 
across tasks, we proposed that the number of topics that came up during the conversation 
may have been of great influence. The diversity of topics possibly impacts on the field 
variable the most. This explanation followed from the repeated finding, which ran counter 
to our expectations, that a considerable number of academic register features occurred in 
high frequencies during the mealtime conversation. It was initially expected that if parents 
used academic register features in interaction with their children, they would be most likely 
to do so during semi-structured and school-like activities. Following this argumentation, it 
was expected that parents’ creation of the field variable during the structured tasks would 
be characterised by higher values for the articulated academic register features (i.e. high rate 
of low-frequency words, high lexical density, high lexical diversity and a high proportion 
of explicit references). However, the opposite was found: In Chapter 3, we showed how 
at many measurement points, the mealtime conversation yielded higher scores for all of 
these features than the semi-structured tasks. Re-evaluation of the data suggested that the 
increased values of the lexical variables were likely to be due to the quick alternation of topics 
common during the mealtimes. During mealtimes, both topics outside the here-and-now 
and topics primarily related to the concurrent activity of having lunch were discussed. As a 
result of this ‘multiple topic situation’, both labelling of objects and discussions about events 
outside the here-and-now were common, which required explicit references to time and to 
space. In addition, analysis of the word frequencies of parents in the four activities indicated 
that during the mealtime conversation — in particular the ones at the first two measurement 
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points — parents used words that were not frequent in teacher input. However, it proved 
difficult to tease apart words that were relevant for the academic register (e.g. words that 
have a low frequency because they are technical or otherwise complex) and words that were 
not necessarily relevant for the academic register (e.g. words that are low-frequent because 
they do not often occur in classroom discourse  — such as names for sandwich toppings, 
inappropriate language etc.).
 Secondly, the availability of a material context in combination with the immediate 
goals of the respective activities (tasks) was of great influence in the way in which field, tenor 
and mode were realised. This was most clear for the instructional activity: we found that 
the field variable was shaped to be the least academic in the conversations that parents and 
children had during joint block building. For this activity, parents were encouraged to help 
their child in building a marble slide, while a picture of the target construction was used as 
a model. It seemed that the physical presence of the building materials and of the picture 
constrained the verbal support provided to children in many cases. It seemed that the more 
parents relied on the material context, the less academic the realisation of the field dimension 
was. Though exceptions occurred, parents who relied heavily on the material context were 
often strongly goal-directed, and typically provided few verbal clues to the children. Instead, 
they made extensive use of pointing, and physically demonstrated how to correctly position 
the blocks. This was illustrated in Excerpt 7.3, where Gerald’s mother literally hands him 
the blocks he needs and points to the place where they should be positioned. In contrast, 
parents typically created a context that approached the academic register with regard to all 
three contextual variables if they utilised the marble slide task as an opportunity for their 
child to learn something new, and to show their own skills and knowledge. Parents with 
such intentions typically asked open-ended questions regularly, and added new elements to 
the conversation, but also asked for the child’s contribution of new elements. Thus, when the 
immediate goal of the task (getting the child to position the blocks in the correct way) was 
prioritized above creating a situation in which the child could show its knowledge and skills 
and above scaffolding the child towards successful task performance, the field, tenor and 
mode were typically realised as less academic. The same goes for the mealtime conversation: 
families that seized the opportunity of the joint meal as a setting for conversation beyond 
that meal, typically created a linguistic context that could be characterised as academic by 
broaching nonpresent topics, asking many questions and thus creating equal speaker-listener 
relationships. In contrast, when families prioritized the immediate concern of eating, they 
adhered mainly to talk that was functional for that particular goal.
 Thirdly, the age of the children seemed to influence the variability in academic 
register use across tasks. This could most clearly be seen in the different ways in which 
parents realised the mode dimension across tasks. Parents appeared to make more use of 
expansions and extensions (as opposed to procedural utterances) during an instructional 
activity than in the mealtime conversation up to measurement point 3, when children were 
4;2 years old. This trend changed when children needed fewer verbal instructions to succeed 
in building the marble slide correctly. After measurement point 3, children seemed to ‘take 
charge’ when building the marble slide, and parents’ share in the conversation decreased 
(see also Appendix 3). From that moment on, the spontaneous interaction of mealtime 
conversation was the activity where parents were more likely to add new information to the 
conversation. This was probably for a similar reason: at this moment in time there was less 
need to direct the children’s behaviour, so that more time was left for mutual contributions 
to the conversation that contained new elements (see also section 7.3, where the longitudinal 
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perspective is discussed). It should be noted that not all linguistic variables that impact 
on the mode variable were dependent upon the task. For example, we found no variability 
across tasks with regard to parents’ use of (complex) multi-clause utterances. Parents’ use of 
multi-clause utterances turned out to be a stable feature of their language input.
 The ‘dichotomy’ sketched above, between parents who prioritize the immediate 
concern and parents who seize the joint activity as a moment of learning, seems to be an 
essential finding of the current study. It seems that when parents took on the activity as an 
opportunity for learning, they created an academic linguistic context, in which the three 
contextual variables reinforced each other. This latter observation, of simultaneous change 
of the three contextual variables, is not in line with the remark that was made earlier in 
this section: we stated that as compared to the teachers, parents regularly made only one of 
the three contextual variables more academic. However, parents who position themselves 
more to the academic end of the continuum show more teacher-like behaviour in their 
creation of linguistic context. Hence, the contextual variables that underlie this context are 
simultaneously realised in a more academic form. In Excerpt 7.5, an illustrative example 
is presented. In the instruction the mother provides, field, tenor and mode are indeed 
simultaneously shaped according to the articulated features characteristic of the academic 
register. The child in this example, Michael, does not understand why a particular block 
needs to be positioned the way it does. His mother tries to explain that the marble needs to 
roll through a block with a hole in it, in order to move around a corner.

Excerpt 7.5: Michael (3;3) and his mother building the marble slide

Mother: Moet je goed nadenken want we leggen 
het knikkertje hierin en het knikkertje 
moet weer hier uit komen.

You have to think hard, because we 
put the marble in here and the marble 
should come out again over here.

Mother: En nu gaat het knikkertje niet in het 
blokje.

And now the marble won’t go into the 
block.

Mother: Je moet hem draaien zodat het gaatje de 
andere kant op is. [child turns the block 
around]

You have to twist it so that the hole faces 
the other side. [child turns the block 
around]

Mother: Ja, nu gaat hij er wel hier in maar kan hij 
er niet hier uit, zie je dat?

Yes, now it goes in over here but it 
cannot come out over here, see?

Mother: Zal ik jou helpen? Should I help you?
Child: Ja. Yes.
Mother: Zo, zie je dat? [positions block] Like this, see? [positions block]
Mother: Aan deze kant erin en aan deze kant er 

weer uit.
This side in and that side out.

Michael cannot perform the task by himself. His mother helps him, but while she performs 
the physical moves she gives verbal support and arguments for her actions. This is reminiscent 
of the way in which teachers shape field, mode and tenor. The field concerns a relatively 
complex topic, and while many references to space are deictic, various objects are referred 
to specifically using lexical items (the marble, the block, the other side, the hole). The tenor 
is distanced: instructions go hand-in-hand with arguments, and the arguments in turn 
concern display of knowledge. This display of knowledge also shapes the mode variable, as 
does the use of multi-clause utterances in which relationships between clauses are indicated 
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(you have to twist it so that…). In general, the way in which this mother realises the three 
contextual variables resembles the way teachers do.

Academic register features and parental education
In a considerable number of studies, relationships have been established between parental 
educational background and children’s language skills and school success. While 
acknowledging the effect of SES on parents’ conversational style, we want to stress that in 
our data, we have found some interesting counter-examples. Looking at the conversational 
styles of the individual parents, many of them fitted the profile sketched in the literature, 
such as a strongly directive conversational style in working-class parents (cf. Kloth et al., 
1998) or a high rate of low-frequency words in the input of parents with a college degree 
(cf. Weizman & Snow, 2001). However, we also encountered a considerable number of 
instances in which parents who would fit the low-education and low SES profile, scored high 
on a substantial number of academic register features on more than one occasion. These 
mothers sometimes seemed to feel slightly uncomfortable while performing school-like 
tasks, while actually performing the tasks very well. In Excerpt 7.6 we present a fragment 
of a conversation that illustrates this. It was noticeable that this mother, who was classified 
as ‘working class’ (see section 2.3.1) seemed highly insecure of her own narrative skills. 
However, coding for academic language features proved that during this particular task this 
mother shows a relatively high value of lexical diversity and lexical density in comparison to 
the other parents. She uses a noticeably high proportion of specific references to space and 
a high proportion of nonpresent talk, her use of multi-clause utterances and complex multi-
clause utterances are both average.

Excerpt 7.6: Sarah (3;10) and her mother during joint picture description

Child: Wat doet die? [points] What is he doing? [points]
Mother: Ja, die is een beetje ondeugend. Yes, he’s a bit naughty.
Child: Ja. Yes.
Mother Want wat doet ‘ie dan? Because what is he doing?
Child: Gieteren. Pouring water.
Mother: Ja, water gieten in z’n gezicht terwijl die 

[points] een tukje ligt te doen in de zon!
Yes, pouring water in his face while he 
[points] is taking a nap in the sun! 

Child: Mag niet. Not allowed.
Mother: Nee, dat is wel ondeugend hè. No, that’s naughty, isn’t it.
Child: Ja. [pause] Yes. [pause]
Mother: Nou, wil je er nog meer over vertellen, 

want mamma is niet zo’n ster in 
verhaaltjes vertellen.

Well, do you want to tell more about 
it, because mummy isn’t such a star at 
telling stories.

Mother: [addresses researcher] We zijn niet zo 
*verhalerig.

[addresses researcher] We’re not that 
*story-ish

* ‘Verhalerig’ is a made-up word that is best translated as ‘story-ish’: “we are not the kind of people who love 
to tell stories.”

The variation found with regard to parents’ use of academic register features supports the 
idea of an academic register continuum. The existence of such a continuum makes it in turn 
plausible that not all four-year-olds come to school with a similar degree of experience in 
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features characteristic of the academic register. Furthermore, it seems important to keep in 
mind that parents’ who fit the picture of low socio-economic status or education might show 
conversational styles that can be characterised as bearing academic language features.

7.1.3 (Dis)continuity between the home and school language environments
In the previous sections, we sketched the extent to which we could identify features of the 
academic register in the home and school language environment of children. In this section 
we will discuss the differences found between the home setting and the school setting. This 
comparison yields important information concerning the hypothesized gap between the 
register with which children are familiar, and the register they will encounter when they 
enter school.
 Teachers expect their students to be proficient in the school register, often implicitly, 
since it is not commonly explicitly taught. As has been elaborated in the introduction, the 
expectations prior to the study were as follows: firstly, it was expected that teachers’ input 
would be positioned more at the academic end of the presupposed academic language 
continuum. Secondly, parents’ position alongside the continuum was expected to show 
considerable variability (see section 7.1.2). The first expectation will be discussed in this 
section. Parents and teachers (children’s main adult interlocutors in the two language 
environments) were compared to each other as groups. We did not further differentiate 
within the groups.
 The most valid comparison between the home language environment and the 
school language environment was in a book reading interaction and an instructional 
interaction. The instructional activity we observed in the school setting was a crafts lesson, 
involving instruction. In the home setting, the instructional activity was the building of the 
marble slide, constructed out of wooden blocks. As we discussed in section 7.1.1 teachers 
realised field such that it was characterised by specificity and had a challenging character. 
This followed from the finding that teachers used considerably higher rates of the following 
linguistic variables: lexical density1, lexical diversity, lexical references to space and time and 
lexical noun phrases in object position. In addition, compared to parents a considerably larger 
proportion of teacher utterances were classified as nonpresent talk, which is also associated 
with the contextual variable of field. Our data showed that teachers were more likely than 
parents to be specific about what they meant or did: even when material context was available, 
such as in the arts and crafts lesson, teachers were more likely than parents to refer explicitly 
to those objects or entities using lexical cues. This is in contrast to what we found for parents. 
As was sketched above, the task that provided the most material context (the marble slide) 
was also the task that generated the least academic register features overall. Despite the fact 
that in terms of absolute numbers, the marble slide yielded the most references to space 
and time, the lowest rates of lexical cues referring to space and time were used during this 
particular task.
 Differences with regard to the tenor variable in teachers and parents became 
apparent their use of speech acts. Initially, it was expected that the rate of assertive speech 
acts (the rate of statements made during a conversation) would distinguish the academic 
register from the informal register (see Table 1.2). We did not, however, find this expectation 
confirmed. Instead, we found that teachers were more likely to describe their own actions 

1 Teachers’ lexical density was only higher than parents’ lexical density when a book with text was used, 
see section 3.1.4. When the parents read a book with text and the teachers read a book without text (T3) 
parents showed higher rates of lexical density. 
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while performing them, and to give short positive feedback to the children’s verbal 
contributions (Cazden, 2001; Wells, 1986, 2006). Often, teachers provided repetitions of what 
the children previously said, extended with new elements. In addition, during a spontaneous 
conversation (circle time in school), teachers asked considerably more questions than parents 
(mealtime conversation at home). It was suggested in the previous chapters, however, that 
we should be careful with this comparison as the two tasks have different primary goals: 
where the immediate concern in the home setting was the actual meal, in the school setting 
it was the exchange of information between teachers and pupils. In general, with regard to 
questions, it seemed that teachers were less easily satisfied with the children’s responses than 
parents. Parents were more likely to finish their children’s words instead of asking further 
questions.
 Finally, it was shown that, more often than was the case for parents, teachers added 
new elements to the conversation by means of extensions, including the situations where 
material context was available. In contrast, parents were generally more likely to make 
use of reference to the material context when it was available. The verbal addition of new 
elements is also related to the mode variable: the addition of new elements elicits utterances 
by children, thus shaping the discourse.
 Besides the above-mentioned alternation of expansions, extensions and procedural 
utterances, in the mode variable teachers are different from parents in their use of multi-
clause utterances. Teachers produced more multi-clause utterances than parents, indicating 
greater grammatical complexity of the input. The presence of multi-clause utterances 
typifies monologue-like discourses. However, of these multi-clause utterances, a relatively 
small part involved complex-clause combining strategies such as complement, adverbial, or 
relative clauses.
 In conclusion, it is an interesting given that as early as the very first years of primary 
education, features of the academic register are present more saliently in the school language 
environment than they are in the home language environment. In this section we sketched 
how the difference between these two language environments is larger for some children 
than for others. 

7.2 The production of academic language in early childhood

The linguistic variables that were articulated as characteristic of the academic register were 
also studied in the children’s language. Obviously, the children in our participant group were 
very young. It therefore seems more appropriate to speak of emergent academic language 
when the children’s production of academic register features is concerned. When children 
were prompted to retell a story to a naïve puppet, we found considerable variation in the 
extent to which the children drew on academic register features while performing this task 
(see section 3.3.3). The way in which children shape field, tenor and mode according to the 
function of language in any setting is still highly dependent upon their general language 
development. Nonetheless, it is interesting to sketch the variability among children with 
regard to their gradual use of academic register features.
 Similar to parents, we found large variability among children with regard to their 
use of the academic register during the interaction tasks. Some children showed emergent 
academic language skills quite regularly, whereas others hardly showed any academic 
language features. We found interesting instances in our data of children initiating the 
realisation of an academic linguistic context. For children, this was typically done by means 
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of shaping the field variable. By choosing a topic and drawing the parent’s attention to a 
particular element within the interaction task, children behaved as interlocutors actively 
involved in the co-construction of a linguistic context where the academic register could 
occur. Subsequently, it would usually be the parent who would expand upon the initiated 
topic and shape the tenor variable such that the discourse was reminiscent of a school-like 
interaction. Excerpt 7.7 below illustrates this. The conversation in Excerpt 7.7 takes place 
before the actual reading of the book has begun.

Excerpt 7.7: Barry (3;10) during book reading with his mother

Child: Vogeltje vliegen. Bird flying.
Child: En beer niet vliegen. And bear not flying.
Mother: Nee, beren vliegen niet hè. No, bears don’t fly, do they?
Child: Nee. No.
Child: Beren is binnen, niet buiten. Bears is inside, not outside.
Mother: Nee. No.
Child: Hij is raam kijken. He is looking out window.
Child: Hij wil niet wind horen He doesn’t want to hear wind
Mother: Nee? Hoezo? No? Why?
Child: Papa gaat naar bed brengen Daddy is going to bring to bed.
Mother: Is dat papa of mama? Is that daddy or mummy?
Child: Nee papa, mama is werken. No daddy, mummy is working.
Note. Some of the Dutch utterances above are not yet grammatically correct, hence, the English 
translations are represented accordingly.

This example nicely illustrates how the child initially shapes the field variable (bear not flying) 
and mother subsequently shapes the tenor variable by means of providing a generalization 
(no, bears don’t fly). Given his age (3;10), the child in Excerpt 7.7 does not yet go to school. 
Interesting differences emerge when we compare this child with a child who does have some 
experience with school discourse. The excerpt below illustrates how some children seem to 
know very well what the expectations of school are, in this case be precise (Schleppegrell, 
2004). The child in Excerpt 7.8 has been going to school for almost two years and seems to be 
perfectly aware of the requirements of giving arguments when making a statement.  

Excerpt 7.8: Lily (5;10) during joint picture description with her mother

Child: Die zijn heel gevaarlijk, een kruisspin, 
weet ik.

Those are very dangerous, diadem 
spiders, I know.

Child: Want die kunnen zo prikken, en dan 
over een uur, dat de grote wijzer dan op 
de twaalf staat en nog een keer op de 
twaalf staat, dan ben je zo dood.

Because they can sting, and then in one 
hour, when the hour hand is on twelve 
and then it is on twelve again a second 
time, then you are dead, just like that.

Mother: Echt waar? Really?

As may be expected, examples such as the one above are of course not very frequent. 
Moreover, it appeared from our analyses that the children in our participant group used few 
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references to time (see section 3.5.2.2). Nonetheless, the example above illustrates how the 
awareness to be precise can show in young children’s speech.

Variability across activities in child data
Similar to the parent data, considerable variability was also found in the child data across 
activities, in the extent to which children made use of the academic register. Again, the most 
salient findings in this respect were the relatively high values for academic register features 
during the mealtime conversation, and children’s informal construction of field during the 
marble slide construction.
 The highest values for the linguistic variables impacting the field variable were found 
in the mealtime conversation. The following linguistic variables shaping the field variable 
occurred in higher rates during the mealtime conversation than during the structured 
tasks for at least one of the measurement points: lexical density, lexical diversity, and specific 
references to space and time. Moreover, children would introduce new information more 
often during the mealtime conversation compared to the instructional task, thus shaping 
all three contextual variables. It should be noted that the setting may have had a large 
impact on the children: we suggest that children may have experienced the structured tasks 
as a test situation more than we intended. The researchers’ presence during the structured 
tasks, although not in the direct vicinity of the child, may have played a role. Because of the 
absence of the researcher during the mealtime conversation, children’s speech may have been 
more natural than their speech during the structured tasks. It is possible that the children 
produced complex constructions less often when they felt the situation was unnatural, 
even though they had acquired the respective construction. In addition, parents’ increased 
questioning during the structured tasks as compared to the mealtime conversation may have 
contributed to the children’s perception of the structured tasks as test situations. Evaluation 
of the transcripts in our data set suggests that during the structured tasks, parents engaged 
their children in the task for a large part by means of asking questions.
 Children realised the field variable in the least academic way during the marble 
slide task. During this task, lexical density and lexical diversity were lowest of all tasks, 
references to space were mostly deictic and lexical clause subjects and objects were the least 
frequently used during the marble slide task.
 As mentioned above, academic register features in children’s speech occurred most 
clearly in the field variable. Parents were typically responsible for the shaping of the tenor 
and mode variables. It was found, for instance, that the high rate of open-ended questions 
that parents asked during the instructional activity elicited a high rate of statements by the 
children (see also section 7.4 on fostering of academic language). The sequence of open-ended 
question and statement is typical of classroom discourse, and it is therefore interesting that 
this feature was most often found in the instructional activity at home. Thus, in contrast to 
the findings with regard to the field variable, the tenor variable did approach the academic 
register most during the instructional setting. The social relationships that were established 
during this particular task, were reflected in the question-response nature of the discourse 
and were reminiscent of classroom discourse. However, not all aspects of the tenor variable 
were realised as academic during the instructional activity. Since children generally relied 
quite heavily on the material context during this activity, the tenor was not particularly 
distanced and accessible, and mutual intelligibility of the instructions was mainly ensured 
by means of physical co-presence. 
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For the mode variable, we initially found that children produced more multi-clause 
utterances during mealtime, at the first three measurement points. At the final measurement 
point, however, the children produced more multi-clause utterances during the structured 
tasks than during the mealtime conversation. Hence, an interaction seems to involved 
between task and time for children. We will return to this issue in the section below, where 
the longitudinal perspective will be discussed. The interplay between parents’ questions 
eliciting children’s statements during the instructional activity is also related to the mode 
variable: together, the parents and the children structured the conversation.

7.3   The academic register in a longitudinal perspective

In this study we examined how parents, children and teachers used the academic register 
over a period of almost three years. In the previous chapters the longitudinal trajectory was 
sketched for each of the linguistic variables of the academic register. In this section, we aim 
to provide a longitudinal picture of the three contextual variables of field, tenor and mode, 
as operationalised by the individual linguistic variables (see Figure 1.5). The longitudinal 
perspective will be discussed separately for parents, children and teachers.

Parents
Parents’ use of the academic register proved to be variable over time in some respects and 
stable over time in others. With respect to the field variable, an interesting finding was 
that with increasing age of the children, the parents more often broached topics that were 
outside the here-and-now. Such topics are generally considered to be more complex and 
cognitively challenging than topics that concern the immediate material environment (see 
chapter 5). The way in which parents drew from their lexico-grammatical choices to talk 
about these topics, however, did not vary considerably over time: The extent to which parents 
were specific in their references was not affected by time, and neither were the diversity and 
density of their wording. For two kinds of activities, we did find an increase in the use of 
lexical items to realise clause subjects and clause objects. During the instructional activity 
(the joint construction of a marble slide made of blocks) parents became increasingly 
specific in choosing their clause objects. During the mealtime conversation parents used 
more lexical items to realise clause subjects. Parents did not show considerable variability 
with regard to their clause subject and object realisations during other activities. The use 
of lexical items rather than pronominal cues adds to the formal nature of the conversation, 
and ensures that the information provided is theoretically accessible to interlocutors who do 
not share the same material environment, and hence (or otherwise) may not have the same 
frame of reference. Thus, a shared frame of reference is created linguistically. For this reason, 
the feature of lexical noun phrases also be characterised as related to the tenor variable. 
The tenor becomes more distanced by using lexical items, a tenor feature that has been put 
forward as characteristic of the academic register (see chapter 1 and section 7.1.1). Finally, 
the use of lexical noun phrases is also related to the mode variable, because the organisation 
of the conversation is partly dependent on such grammatical choices as clause subject and 
object realisation. The change over time for lexical noun phrase use is an indication that 
field, tenor and mode change over time. The findings with regard to this feature, however, 
were interpreted with caution, because the effect of time was only established for one out of 
four tasks. In addition to the lexical aspects of the mode and tenor variable, syntactic and 
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sociopragmatic aspects of the mode variable and tenor variable were also shown to change 
over time. These will be discussed below.
 With regard to the other aspects of the mode variable, we found that parents made 
more use of multi-clause utterances as the children grew older: thus, the grammatical 
complexity of their language input increased over time with respect to combined clauses 
(a syntactic aspect of the mode variable). It was striking, however, that parents did not 
make considerably more use of subordination as a clause-combining strategy over time. 
The proportion of subordinate multi-clause utterances (in this study referred to as complex 
multi-clause utterances) did not increase across the four measurement points. Moreover, in 
the final book reading session parents produced considerably fewer complex multi-clause 
utterances. To summarise, it cannot be concluded that parents adapted their language use 
such that the mode variable would more reflect the academic register over time, but some 
aspects of the mode variable were subject to change over time. The use of more complex 
structures to realise clause subjects and objects increased over time in two kinds of 
conversations, and the use of multi-clause utterances increased in all conversations. 
 In the tenor variable, the most significant change over time was the obvious 
decline in the behaviour-directing nature of the conversation (a sociopragmatic aspect of 
the tenor variable). This was manifested in a noticeable decrease in the rate of utterances 
that we called ‘simple directives’. These were utterances characterised by an imperative verb 
mood. The rate of simple directive utterances produced by the parents decreased both in 
the instructional activity and in the spontaneous activity. The decrease in the rate of simple 
directives allowed for more room for contributions by children (see also the longitudinal 
perspective for children below). In the case of the spontaneous activity, the way parents 
realised tenor was increasingly characterised by closed questions. Closed questions were 
regarded as part of the directive utterances category, because eliciting a response can also 
be viewed as a form of behaviour-directing. However, asking closed questions still provides 
more opportunity for child contributions. Parents did not, however, become more likely to 
ask open-ended questions. Open-ended questions were a stable feature of parental language 
input.
 The mode variable was also shaped by the extent to which new information was 
added to the conversation (verbal extensions). In this aspect of academic language the 
effect of activity and the effect of time are intertwined. We found that, over time, parents 
reduced their rate of verbal extensions during the instructional activity of joint marble slide 
building. Thus, they provided less new information at later measurement points than at early 
measurement points. In contrast, parents produced higher rates of extensions over time in 
the mealtime conversation. This result is strongly related to the goals of the respective tasks. 
In the instructional activity, where the goal was to guide the children while they performed 
the tasks themselves, parents reduced their contribution of new elements as children became 
more skilled. During the mealtime conversation where the goal was less clear cut, children’s 
increasing age provided more room for new elements, as less behaviour-directing was 
necessary. Thus, parents seem to adapt their realisation of tenor and mode according to 
the activity in which they are involved, taking into consideration the ultimate goal of the 
respective activity or task.
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Children
Given that children are developing their language skills rapidly between the ages of three 
and six, it was to be expected that their emergent academic language skills would also be 
subject to change over time. We did find significant changes over time, but a noticeable 
variation across tasks also occurred with regard to the longitudinal perspective: children 
showed an increased use of particular academic register features in some tasks but not in 
others. Hence, an interaction between task and time seems to be involved.
 In the contextual variable field, the interaction between time and task was 
considerable. Over time, children realised a more abstract field during the picture task, a 
more specific field during the book reading interaction and the marble slide construction, and 
a more diverse field during the mealtime conversation. None of the above was characteristic 
for all activities.
 The increasing degree of abstractness during the joint picture description was 
reflected in the finding that children produced more utterances involving the reordering of 
perception, such as relating events in the picture (the immediate material context) to their 
own experiences. They did not produce an increasing number of utterances in which they 
showed reasoning about perception, an activity that was classified as displaying the highest 
level of abstraction. The shift over time towards more abstract utterances was thus found for 
the picture task, but not for the conversation during joint book reading.
 Increasing specificity by children was found for the book reading interaction and 
for the instructional activity. Thus, during book reading and during marble slide building 
children provided an increasingly detailed and explicit representation of the message to be 
conveyed in the conversations. During book reading, children’s lexical density increased 
and they also became increasingly specific in their references to space. These linguistic 
variables (lexical density and specificity of reference to space) did not change over time 
in the other tasks. However, during the instructional activity children did become more 
specific in their references to time by continuously indicating what needed to “happen now” 
or indicating what would needed to be done “next”. In addition, children more often chose 
lexical clause subjects during the marble slide tasks, thus also increasing the specificity of 
the field variable.
 Increasing diversity of the field variable was only found in the mealtime 
conversation. Diversity did not change over time in any of the structured tasks. It thus needs 
to be concluded that for children, the realisation of the field variable was highly dependent 
on activity.
 The social relationship between parents and children became increasingly equal. 
As children grew older, they positioned themselves as increasingly knowledgeable, thus 
influencing tenor. This was concluded on the basis of children’s increasing use of assertive 
speech acts during the joint marble slide task. This increase started at the measurement 
point where children had just entered school (measurement point 3). From this moment on, 
it seemed that children took more control during the marble slide activity, possibly related 
to their improved visuo-spatial skills that reduced the need for parental assistance. The shift 
in control during the task was also visible in an increased rate of closed questions asked by 
children, in which they asked for endorsement of their suggestions about where to position 
the blocks (e.g. this one goes here, right?). The increase in assertive speech acts (i.e. making 
statements) that was found for the marble slide building activities over time was not found 
for the spontaneous setting of mealtime conversation. In this activity, however, we found 
that children increasingly contributed new elements to the conversation, to which parents 
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in turn could respond. For all tasks, the ratio of parent utterances over child utterances 
decreased, indicating that children’s contribution to the conversation became increasingly 
substantial (see Appendix 3). This finding supports the interpretation that children create a 
speaker-listener relationship that becomes more equal over time.
 The mode variable was typically shaped in co-construction with the parents. 
Children did become more proficient in producing multi-clause utterances (a language 
feature that impacts the mode variable), but it should be noted that this is related to 
general language development (Diessel, 2004; Huttenlocher et al., 2002; Tomasello, 2000a; 
Vasilyeva, Waterfall, & Huttenlocher, 2008). The occurrence of utterances that consist of 
two or more clauses has been suggested as a characteristic of the academic register because 
in such utterances, relationships between entities or between events are typically reflected. 
We found that the rate of multi-clause utterances increased in all interactions except for the 
marble slide task. We also found, however, that the use of complex clause combining did not 
show a convincing increase over time and was only found in the joint picture description. 
This lack of increase in complex multi-clause utterances was also found for the parents.
 In conclusion, for children the longitudinal perspective of the three contextual 
variables of field, tenor and mode is highly dependent upon activity. The children in our 
sample did play an active part in shaping the contextual variables, but did so in cooperation 
with and in response to their parents’ input.

Teachers
As discussed earlier (see section 2.7) the teacher data were not optimal for longitudinal 
analyses, for two reasons. Firstly, the sample of teachers at the first school measurement 
point was largely different from the sample of teachers at the second measurement point. 
A considerable number of children had a new teacher the second time we visited them2. 
Longitudinal analyses were still conducted, taking the children’s language environment as 
the point of departure. We thus examined the development of children’s academic language 
exposure in the early school years, irrespective of an individual teacher. Secondly, only 
school book reading data were available for both measurement points, thus allowing for 
longitudinal analyses. The other school activities were only fully transcribed for either 
one of the measurement points (see section 2.6.2. for a more elaborate discussion of these 
decisions) thus precluding longitudinal analysis.
 For the above reasons, interpreting development in teachers’use of the academic 
register must be done with caution. Referring only to the book reading conversations that 
took place in the classroom at the two subsequent measurement points, we conclude that the 
teachers in our sample realised the field variable so that it was equally rich over time, but 
became more challenging. The latter conclusion is drawn based on the finding that teachers 
produced more nonpresent talk at the last measurement point, when the target children 
were 5;10, compared to the previous measurement point when the children were only 
4;2. Teachers produced more nonpresent talk themselves, and asked more questions that 
required reasoning on the children’s part. It should be kept in mind that although the target 
children were 4;2 and 5;10 respectively, the ages of the other children in the classroom that 
were involved in the book reading session were always between four and six. It is problematic 
to conclude whether teachers would adapt their behaviour to the age of the target child 
or to the whole group because we did not have individual teachers as a stable factor. In 
addition, teachers’ shaping of the field variable became more specific and more dense, thus 

2 Fourteen children had new teachers at the second school measurement point (see section 2.2.1).
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more independent of the directly perceivable context. We based this characterisation of the 
field variable becoming more specific on the finding that teachers became more specific 
in their references to time. The characterisation of ‘more dense’ followed from the finding 
that teachers used more content words relative to function words during the second school 
measurement point. This resulted in a richer discourse that was less dependent upon material 
context than in the first measurement point.
 The longitudinal perspective of teachers’ realisation of tenor and mode could only 
be studied to a very limited extent. With regard to mode, we could longitudinally study 
teachers’ use of multi-clause utterances, and with regard to tenor we were limited to drawing 
on the specificity measures that also determine the field variable. The other linguistic 
variables that contribute to mode and tenor (e.g. the contribution of new elements, the use 
of lexical noun phrases, the use of particular speech acts) were not available for one activity 
at two different measurement points (see section 2.7). With regard to the mode variable, 
it was found that teachers used more multi-clause utterances during the second school 
measurement point. However, of these multi-clause utterances, the proportion of complex 
multi-clause utterances did not increase. It is striking that the same result was found for 
parents, children and teachers.
 In the previous chapters it was suggested that it is necessary to account for the 
possibility that the book teachers read had more impact on their linguistic behaviour than 
initially expected. The book read by the teacher at the first school measurement point 
contained no text, while the book teachers read at the final school measurement point 
did. Reading the book without text, it seemed to elicit language that adhered more to the 
here-and-now. The book that was read at the final school measurement point did contain 
text, which may have led teachers to abstract from the perceivable because the text already 
represented the directly perceivable. Thus, the context (in)dependency created by being 
more or less specific when referring to space, time or objects may have been impacted by 
material choice rather than child age.

7.4 Fostering children’s academic language proficiency by co-
construction

In this study, various input-output relationships have been studied. Firstly, we examined the 
relationships between parental use of academic register features during the interaction tasks 
on the one hand and children’s scores on three independent measures of child language 
skills on the other. The three measures of child language skills were (i) a measure of receptive 
vocabulary, (ii) a measure of syntactic awareness and (iii) a measure of academic language 
production. Secondly, we evaluated relationships between parents’ and children’s use of 
academic register features when they were involved in the same interaction task.

Relationships with independent child outcome measures
For the first type of relationship, we considered parental use of lexical, syntactic and 
textual academic register features as a factor, and children’s scores on the three respective 
independent child language measures as the dependent variable. The relationships between 
parental input, as observed during the interaction tasks, and children’s performance on the 
vocabulary test, the syntactic awareness test and the academic language production test will 
be discussed below.
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It was expected that child vocabulary was most likely related to parents’ realisation of the field 
variable. Three linguistic variables that contribute to the field variable were therefore related 
to child vocabulary: parental lexical density, lexical diversity and lexical sophistication. We 
found that a positive relationship existed between parents who realised the field variable as 
lexically diverse and children’s receptive vocabulary scores. The latter finding was relatively 
robust, in particular the relationships between input during the structured interaction tasks 
and children’s vocabulary scores. Children’s vocabulary skills were also related to parental 
lexical sophistication in the picture description task and during book reading, though 
these relationships were less robust. Parents’ lexical density was not convincingly related to 
children’s vocabulary knowledge.
 We hypothesized that children’s syntactic awareness was most likely to be related 
to parents’ use of multi-clause utterances, and thus to an aspect of the mode variable. 
Indeed, a positive relationship was found between parents’ use of multi-clause utterances 
during the structured interaction tasks and children’s syntactic awareness. It was striking 
that parents’ use of multi-clause utterances during the mealtime conversation was not 
related to children’s syntactic awareness. The latter can be interpreted as an indication that 
grammatical complexity during school-like tasks in particular, as opposed to a spontaneous 
unstructured activity, is of importance for children’s skills with complex utterances.
 No relationship to children’s performance on the academic language production 
task could be established for parents’ lexical density, parents’ linguistically explicit 
references to space and time, and parents’ lexical realisations of clause subjects and objects. 
However, positive relationships with children’s academic language production were found 
for lexical diversity of parents’ input during the interaction tasks, parents’ rates of complex 
multi-clause utterances during the interaction tasks, and parents’ rates of nonpresent talk 
during the picture task. These three variables seem to be influential for children’s academic 
language production skills.

Relationships within the interaction tasks
The second type of relationships studied, were relationships between parents’ and children’s 
use of the target linguistic variables concurrently, during the interaction tasks. The analyses 
in the empirical chapters showed that the field variable in particular was co-constructed in 
interaction between the children and their parents. Particularly the degree of abstractness 
— thus, the rate of nonpresent talk employed by both parents and children — was strongly 
co-constructed. We found strong relationships between parents’ and children’s rates of 
nonpresent talk. Based on these results, we thus argue that the field variable was jointly 
shaped by parents and children in interaction, with respect to content. With respect to the 
actual wording the results were less equivocal. Parents’ and children’s lexical density values 
(i.e. the rate of content words relative to function words) were strongly related in the mealtime 
conversation. However, in the structured tasks, parents’ lexical density was not related 
to children’s lexical density at all. Lexical diversity in parents’ language was significantly 
related to lexical diversity in children’s language in the joint picture description, but not for 
the other tasks. Thus, some aspects of field were co-constructed, but for others this could not 
be convincingly shown.
 The tenor variable was also subject to the dynamics of interaction. In the empirical 
chapters we found that a fair number of speech acts by children were related to particular 
speech act choices by parents. The most important findings will be discussed here. Firstly, at 
more than one measurement point parents’ rate of directive speech acts concerning imperative 
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mood choices was negatively related to children’s rate of assertive speech acts. If we adopt 
the stance that assertives are typical speech acts expected in a formal educational setting, it 
can be argued that a strongly directive lead by parents constrains children’s opportunities to 
become acquainted with the typical classroom sequence of initiative-response-evaluation. 
Another finding with regard to speech acts that fits in this line of thinking is the following: 
parents’ question asking was positively related to children’s assertives at two measurement 
points. The fact that this relationship was not found convincingly for all measurement 
points, however, makes us wary of drawing strong conclusions. Also noticeable was that with 
increasing age of the children, the relationship between parents’ assertives and children’s 
assertives during the mealtime conversation changed. Where this relationship was positive 
in early measurement points, the relationship became negative later on, indicating that 
children were likely to produce more assertives when parents produced fewer, and vice versa. 
 The sequences of speech acts just described also affect the mode variable. The build-
up of the conversation is affected by the subsequent contributions of the interlocutors. Also 
related to the mode variable is the grammatical complexity that both interlocutors use in 
their speech. In the early measurement points, we found that children were more likely to 
use multi-clause utterances and lexical realisations of clause subjects when parents showed 
these features, but with the children’s increasing age these relationships ceased to exist. The 
rate of lexical realisations of clause objects in input and output did show some relationships, 
but co-construction of these aspects in the mode variable could not be convincingly shown.
Based on our findings, we could argue that parents who foster their children’s use of 
academic language in interaction are parents who provide a field variable characterised as 
cognitively challenging and diverse. The tenor variable is realised to a large extent through 
questions, and is characterised by a low degree of imperative mood choices and a balanced 
ratio of adult-child statements. The latter could also be manifested in the mode variable, 
by a high rate of utterances that build on information that was previously introduced in 
the discourse (expansions), thus encouraging children to contribute new information to the 
discourse (extensions). The mode variable may in addition be realised through the use of 
multi-clause utterances, though this relationship seems be apparent only in the early years.

7.5 Final remarks

This study can be characterised as explorative in nature. The focus has been on describing 
rather than on explaining the phenomenon of academic language in the language 
environments of young children. Basically, the study wanted to show the existence of 
academic language in the language environments of children in early childhood. In addition, 
we intended to indicate how this kind of language use is more prominently present in the 
language environment of one child, but less in the language environment of another.
 The study did suffer from limitations. The first limitation that we would like to 
mention is the limitation typical of studies with a correlational design: the impossibility of 
drawing any conclusions on the direction of causation. We established relationships between 
input and output for a considerable number of linguistic variables, but the direction of 
causation could only be argued for based on qualitative evaluation (initiative and response). 
In addition, in correlational designs such as ours, it remains possible that untapped variables 
are of influence to the relationship between factors and dependent outcome measures. 
Secondly, our choice to ask the primary caregiver to participate in the study resulted in 
the participation of mothers in 24 of 25 cases. This means that a possibly distinctive role of 
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fathers remains unexplored. In previous studies it has been shown that the role of fathers, 
who spent quantitatively less time with their children, is of importance to children’s language 
development (Mannle & Tomasello, 1987; Pancsofar & Vernon-Feagans, 2006). However, 
the choice for the primary caretaker was consciously made. In both language environments 
studied (i.e. the home language environment and the school language environment) we 
wanted to focus on the language input provided by the adult that interacted most often with 
the child. Hence, the primary caretaker was asked to participate and, in case of two teachers 
teaching the class, the teacher working the most hours.
 The explorative nature of the study includes the danger of circularity: on the one hand 
we departed from the assumption that we would already find (the precursors of) academic 
language in the school language environment. On the other hand, it still had to be shown 
that this was actually the case. Simultaneously however, we studied the differences between 
the language environments at home and in school. In order to be cautious of circularity, we 
based the underlying assumptions on a rich source of previously conducted research. In 
studies of written academic genres and of spoken discourse in formal educational settings, 
these features have been shown to be distinctive of the academic register, and have therefore 
‘earned’ their status as ‘academic register feature’. The current study thus contributes a new 
element to the existing research within the academic language realm: the integration of the 
early childhood period.
 Because of its explorative character, the study may not allow firm final conclusions 
to be drawn. An important outcome of the study is, in our opinion, that we have shown 
that the framework of systemic functional linguistics allows for differentiation between the 
informal register on the one hand and the formal, academic register on the other. In this 
respect, it was suggested that the tenor dimension, the way in which social relationships are 
construed in discourse, plays an essential part. The way in which adults position children 
during spoken discourse has a strong influence on the nature of the conversation, and on the 
opportunities created for children’s own creative contributions to the particular discourse. It 
seemed that when the social relationships were thus shaped, ample opportunity was created 
for knowledge transfer and co-construction, and the content of the conversation (field) and 
the structure of the conversation (mode) followed accordingly.


